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Appendix A1  LIST OF PUBLIC FORUM INVITEES 
 

1. Hong Kong Institute of Planners 
2. Hong Kong Institute of Architects 
3. Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors 
4. Hong Kong Institute of Landscape Architects 
5. Hong Kong Institute of Engineers 
6. Hong Kong Institute of Environmental Impact Assessment  
7. Association of Planning Consultants of Hong Kong Ltd.  
8. Association of Architectural Practices Ltd.  
9. Dr. Hon YEUNG Sum, JP, Legislative Council Member (Hong Kong 

Island)  
10. Hon Martin LEE Chu-ming, JP, Legislative Council Member (Hong 

Kong Island) 
11. Hon Audrey YU Yuet-mee, JP, Legislative Council Member (Hong Kong 

Island) 
12. Hon CHOI So-yuk, JP, Legislative Council Member (Hong Kong Island)  
13. Hon MA Lik, JP, Legislative Council Member (Hong Kong Island)  
14. Hon Rita FAN, JP, Legislative Council Member (Hong Kong Island) 
15. Hon Patrick LAU, JP, Legislative Council Member (Architectural, 

Surveying and Planning Functional Constituency)   
16. Friends of the Earth  
17. Green Power   
18. Hong Kong Sustainable Development Forum  
19. The Conservancy Association  
20. Urban Watch  
21. The Real Estate Developers Association of Hong Kong  
22. The Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce 
23. Federation of Hong Kong Industries  
24. The Chinese Manufacturer’s Association of Hong Kong  
25. The Chinese General Chamber of Commerce  
26. Business Environment Council Limited  
27. Mass Transit Railway Corporation Limited  
28. Urban Design Alliance  
29. Professional Green Building Council  
30. Civic Exchange 
31. Southern District Industries and Commerce Association Ltd. 
32. The Incorporated Owners of Grandview Garden 
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33. The Incorporated Owners of South Wave Court 
34. The Incorporated Owners of Jumbo Court, Welfare Road 
35. The Incorporated Owners of Ocean Court   
36. The Incorporated Owners of Jing Hui Garden  
37. The Owners’ Committee of Broadview Court  
38. The Incorporated Owners of Tin Fung Industrial Mansion 
39. The Incorporated Owners of Ha Lung Industrial Building  
40. The Incorporated Owners of Union Industrial Building    
41. The Incorporated Owners of E. Wah Factory Building   
42. The Incorporated Owners of Kingley Industrial Building   
43. The Incorporated Owners of Cheung Tak Industrial Building  
44. The Incorporated Owners of Reliance Manufactory Building   
45. The Incorporated Owners of Victory Factory Building   
46. The Incorporated Owners of United Factory Building   
47. The Incorporated Owners of Benefit Industrial Factory Building  
48. The Incorporated Owners of E Tat Factory Building  
49. The Incorporated Owners of Yally Industrial Building  
50. The Incorporated Owners of Remex Centre  
51. The Incorporated Owners of E. On Factory Building    
52. The Incorporated Owners of Sing Teck Factory Building  
53. The Incorporated Owners of Heung Wah Industrial Building   
54. The Incorporated Owners of Kwai Bo Industrial Building  
55. The Incorporated Owners of Po Chai Industrial Building  
56. The Incorporated Owners of Kin Teck Industrial Mansion  
57. The Incorporated Owners of Shui Ki Industrial Building  
58. The Incorporated Owners of Yan’s Tower  
59. Aberdeen Technical School 
60. Canadian International School  
61. Singapore International School 
62. Shue Yan School  
63. S.W.C.S Chan Pak Sha School 
64. Mary Cove School  
65. Wong Chuk Hang Hospital 
66. Grantham Hospital  
67. T.W.G.Hs David Trench Home for the Aged  
68. T.W.G.Hs Jockey Club Rehabilitation Complex 
69. St. Mary Home For The Aged   
70. Hong Kong Academy of Medicine 
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71. Ocean Park  
72. Jumbo Kingdom  
73. Holy Spirit Seminary  
74. The Aberdeen Marina Club 
75. Hong Kong Resort Company Limited 
76. Town Planning Board  
77. Southern District Council  
78. Wong Chuk Hang & Stanley Area Committee  
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Appendix A2   ATTENDANCE LIST OF PUBLIC FORUM 
 

 Name Organization 
1. Mr. CHEUNG Sai-ming TWGHs Jockey Club Rehabilitation Complex
2. Mr. Alex CHU Ocean Park Corporation Limited 
3. Mr. WONG Chi-ngai Southern District Council Member 
4. Miss Corina YEUNG Swire Properties Limited 
5. Miss Evelyne FUNG Swire Properties Limited 
6. Mr. CHOW Chun-yuen and others 

(total 4 persons) 
The Incorporated Owners of Yally Industrial 
Building 

7. Ir. Simon Chun-choi MAK Region Fine (HK) Limited 
8. Mr. SIN Ying-wai The Owners’ Committee of Broadview Court
9. Mr. CHEUNG Siu-hong Gee Chang Property Management Limited 
10. Ms. Amy CHANG  
11. Mr. YUEN Hung-kwan  
12. Mr. SHEK Kwok-keung Southern District Council Member 
13. Ms. TONG Lai-mei  
14. Mr. LEE Pui-cheung Hong Kong Resort International Limited 
15. Ms. Sandra LAI  
16. Mr. William HO  
17. Mr. YUEN Kwok-keung  
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Appendix B  LIST OF WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS 
 
1. Hong Kong Institute of Planners 
2. Department of Building and Construction, City University of Hong Kong 
3. Hong Kong Urban Design Alliance 
4. Hong Kong Institute of Architects 
5. Hong Kong Institute of Engineers 
6. Larry H.C. TAM and Associates on behalf of Casey Company, owner of 20 

Wong Chuk Hang Road 
7. Masterplan Limited on behalf of Santa Property Investment Limited, 

owner of 8 Heung Yip Road and 4 Yip Fat Street 
8. Swire Properties. Owner of 8-10 Wong Chuk Hang Road 
9. HKR International Ltd. 
10. Lucky Gain Development Limited, owner of 19-21 Wong Chuk Hang 

Road 
11. The Real Estate Developers Association of Hong Kong 
12. Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce 
13. Business Environmental Council Limited 
14. Grantham Hospital 
15. Mr. CHAN 
16. Mr. Steve CHEUNG 
17. Mr. L.H. CHAN 
18. Mr. CHAN Tat-choi  
19. Mr. Chris Dillon 
 
 
 
 



Appendix C SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND GOVERNMENT’S RESPONSES 
 

 Summary of Comments Raised By Responses 
A. Need of Statutory Building Height Control 
 
Support Building Height Control on the Wong Chuk Hang Business Area 
A-1a The imposition of statutory building height 

control for the Wong Chuk Hang Business 
Area (WCHBA) is supported. 

- CityU 
- HKIA 
- HKIP 
- HKUDA  
- Mr. CHAN 
- Mr. Chris Dillon
- Mr. CHAN 

Tat-choi 
- Grantham 

Hospital 
- SDC 
- WCHAC  
 

Noted. 

A-1b Building height control is necessary to 
avoid attracting taller and taller inland 
buildings. 
 

- HKIA 
 

Noted. 

A-1c Imposition of building height restrictions 
are necessary to protect public views. 
 

- PSC, LBAC Agreed. 

A-1d Generally support the principal objective 
for imposing building height restrictions in 
WCHBA. 
 

- Swire Properties Noted. 

Do not Support Building Height Control on the Wong Chuk Hang Business Area 
A-2a The imposition of statutory building height 

restrictions is not necessary. 
- Larry H.C. TAM 

& Associates  
- Masterplan Ltd. 
- HKR Int’l Ltd.  
- REDA 
- HKGCC 
- BECL 
- Mr. YUEN 

The stipulation of statutory 
height restrictions is considered 
as an effective measure to 
regulate the height profile of 
the built environment. Without 
building height control, high 
buildings may proliferate at 
random locations resulting in 
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negative visual impacts to its 
surrounding and be out of 
context in the locality.  
 

A-2b The existing mechanisms by way of 
planning applications and lease 
modification are sufficient in governing 
the potential redevelopment (including the 
building height control) within the 
WCHBA and thus there is no need to 
implement such height restrictions. 

- REDA 
- HKR Int’l Ltd. 

Without a statutory building 
height control, the existing 
planning and development 
mechanism would not be 
effective in controlling the 
building height for 
developments/ redevelopments 
not requiring planning 
application or lease 
modification.  
 

A-2c The WCHBA is located on the south-west 
side of Hong Kong Island and is quite far 
away from the Victoria Harbour. There are 
no significant ridgelines or other features 
which need to be protected from general 
public viewpoints. As such, there is no 
need to restrict the height in the Wong 
Chuk Hang area to protect view from the 
Aberdeen Country Park. 
 

- HKR Int’l Ltd. 
- Masterplan Ltd. 

Although WCHBA does not fall 
within the popular view 
corridor of the Victoria 
Harbour, the area is located to 
the immediate south of the 
Aberdeen Country Park which 
provides a green and natural 
hillside backdrop to the area. It 
is necessary to preserve view to 
the mountain backdrops against 
building encroachments. 
 

A-2d While agreeing the need to preserve the 
natural environment of the Wong Chuk 
Hang area, blanket building height control 
is not considered as the appropriate means 
to facilitate the gradual transformation of 
WCHBA into other business uses.  
 

- REDA 
 

By imposing building height 
restrictions on development in 
the WCHBA, it can better 
reflect the planning intention to 
reinforce the intrinsic character 
and natural attribute of the 
wider district of Wong Chuk 
Hang and Aberdeen as a whole. 
The building height restrictions 
will enable flexibility in 
building design to achieve the 
permissible non-domestic plot 
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ratio under the Building 
(Planning) Regulations. 
 

A-2e With evidence of the increased 
applications for change of use from 
industry to hotel and office development, 
there is opportunity to introduce positive 
and pro-active planning instead of a 
passive response through control.  
 

- HKUDA The planning applications for 
hotel development in WCHBA 
indicate that there is 
considerable development 
pressure for high-rise 
commercial use in the area. 
While the current planning 
application system allows the 
improvement of the general 
environment by imposing 
approval conditions on 
individual development 
schemes, e.g. landscaping 
proposal, setback requirement 
etc., it is considered necessary 
to impose statutory building 
height restrictions to ensure that 
the transformation would not 
result in negative impacts on 
the visual quality of the area.   
 

Building Height Control in Other Parts of Hong Kong 
A-3a The Government should continue to or 

even expedite reviews of other relevant 
OZPs so that height controls could be 
formulated and implemented in a timely 
and logical manner. 
 

- HKIP 
 
 
 
 
 

Consideration would be given 
to extend the statutory building 
height control to other areas in 
future as appropriate.  
 

 
A-3b The need for building height control in the 

adjoining areas such as Wong Chuk Hang 
Estate, Welfare Road, Nam Long Shan 
Road, Ocean Park, Aberdeen Tourism 
Projects should also be considered. 
 

- HKIP 
- HKUDA 
- Swire Properties
- REDA 
- Mr. CHAN 

Tat-choi 
 

PlanD will conduct a review of 
the building height control on 
the area surrounding WCHBA 
after the building height 
restrictions for WCHBA are 
agreed by the TPB after public 
consultation exercise.  
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A-3c To ensure the urban design control 
constancy, specific building height control 
should be inserted into Planning Brief and 
OZP. 
 

- Mr. CHAN 
Tat-choi 

Noted. Please see response to 
comment A-3a.  

B. Impact of Building Height Restrictions 
 
Increase in Width of Buildings and Site Coverage 
B-1 The imposition of building height 

restrictions will encourage higher site 
coverage (SC) so as to achieve the 
permissible non-domestic plot ratio (PR) 
under the Building (Planning) Regulations. 
The increase in site coverage will : 
 
(a) result in lower and monotonous 

built-form of identical height in the 
Wong Chuk Hang area; 

(b) create a wall effect; 
(c) reduce public space at ground floor 

for amenity or landscape purposes; 
(d) reduce green features and podium 

atriums, which contradicts the 
objectives to provide visual relief and 
breathing space; and 

(e) cause potential problems with 
dispersal of dust and other pollutions 
at street level. 

 

- HKIA 
- Swire Properties
- Larry H.C. TAM 

& Associates   
- Masterplan Ltd. 
- REDA 
- HKGCC 
- BECL 
- PSC, LBAC 
- Mr. CHAN 

Tat-choi 
 

SC is a function of many 
variables including typical floor 
use, functional layout area, site 
area, location, configuration, 
and street frontage etc. Building 
height is only one of these 
variables. In general, regardless 
of whether there is building 
height restriction, non-domestic 
buildings will mostly be built 
up to the permitted SC under 
the Buildings Ordinance (60% 
to 65% for a non-domestic 
building over 61m high) 
because from a building design 
point of view, lower SC may 
lead to inefficient use of floor 
spaces. 
 

Wall Effect  
B-2a The building height control will create 

wall effect along Wong Chuk Hang Road, 
which will  
 
(a) block the visual sightline; 
(b) allow no space for ventilation 

between buildings; and 
(c) affect the natural lighting and 

breezeways for ventilation to adjacent 

- REDA 
- BECL 
- SDC 
- Mr. CHAN 
- Mr. L. H. CHAN
- Mr. CHAN 

Tat-choi 
 

(a) Variation in building 
heights through the 
introduction of stepped 
height profile is proposed 
to enrich the overall height 
profile. Besides, the 
low-rise “G/IC” and utility 
sites can serve as visual 
relief and breathing space. 
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streets and the district as a whole. 
 

 
(b) Besides, there is provision 

for minor relaxation of 
building height restrictions 
which would encourage 
developers to put forward 
proposals to justify 
planning and design 
merits. Hence, there would 
be variation in overall 
building height profile for 
the area.  

 
B-2b To reduce wall effect, planning conditions 

requiring building setback from site 
boundary might be imposed when granting 
planning approval. In addition, setback 
requirement along Wong Chuk Hang Road 
should be considered upon redevelopment 
to provide a better street level 
environment. 
 

- PSC, LBAC 
- HKIP 

(a) Agreed. Such approach 
has already been used in 
several approved planning 
applications for hotel use 
in WCHBA.  

 
(b) Setback requirement in 

WCHBA has been set out 
in the Wong Chuk Hang & 
Po Chong Wan Outline 
Development Plan (ODP) 
for footpath widening 
upon redevelopment. 

 
Air Ventilation  
B-3a Every effort should be made to maintain 

the precious natural environment and 
minimize any negative impacts on 
ventilation/air quality all through the 
process. 
 

- Grantham 
Hospital 

- SDC 
 

Noted and agreed. 

B-3b Wind direction and effect to urban wind 
flow and natural ventilation should be 
taken into account when setting the height 
control. Fence-wall building form should 
be avoided as it is undesirable to wind 

- HKIA 
- SDC 

There is no direct relationship 
between building height and air 
flow / natural ventilation which, 
indeed, should be related to 
building bulk, gaps between 
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circulation.  
 

buildings, physical permeability 
of building blocks, massiveness 
of podium structures, etc.  
Building design and layout of 
an individual site, in particular 
for a large-scale development 
project, thus has greater impact 
on macro wind environment.  
The “Feasibility Study for the 
Establishment of Air 
Ventilation Assessment 
System” recently completed by 
PlanD has recommended some 
design guidelines on the design 
and layout of buildings for 
individual site with a view to 
achieving better air flow and 
natural ventilation. 
 

B-3c It is suggested that PlanD should 
undertake an air ventilation assessment 
with and without the proposed height 
restrictions (the latter also assuming some 
provision of sky gardens/green features). 
 

- HKGCC Please see responses to comment 
B-3b.   
 
 
 

Reduction in Development Potential 
B-4a Under the building height control, 

maximizing development potential of 
proposed redevelopment sites would 
occupy a higher priority than provision of 
urban design elements. The most common 
design would be a podium with 
above-structure at SC over 50%, especially 
when the podium is necessary in providing 
required car parks, thereby leaving very 
little room for providing more interesting 
skyline and also imposing constraints in 
sunlight penetration and the provision of 
urban breezeway etc.  

- HKIA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) The proposed building 
height restrictions will still 
enable flexibility in 
building design to achieve 
the permissible 
non-domestic PR under 
Building (Planning) 
Regulations. They will not 
affect the development 
potential of sites in 
WCHBA. 

 
(b) Minor relaxation of the 
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It is recommended to relax some of the 
car-parking requirement for small sites and 
large sites should dedicate on-ground open 
space in the course of change of use for 
the area. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

building height restrictions 
could be considered by the 
TPB based on individual 
merits to allow variation in 
overall building height 
profile in the area. 
Relevant criteria for 
consideration of such 
relaxation will be included 
in the Explanatory 
Statement of the Aberdeen 
& Ap Lei Chau OZP, 
which are set out to 
provide incentive for, inter 
alia, better streetscape and 
good quality of local 
public open space.  

 
B-4b The imposition of building height control 

would undermine the development 
potential of the sites in WCHBA because 
of the need to fulfill parking/loading & 
unloading requirements for 
“OU(Business)” uses. 
 

- Larry H.C. TAM 
and Associates  

Please see responses to 
comment B-4a. 
 

Flexibility and Innovation in Design 
B-5a Building height control will curtail design 

flexibility. 
- Mr. CHAN 

Tat-choi 
- Larry H.C. TAM 

and Associates 
- Masterplan 

Limited 
- HKGCC 
- REDA 
- PSC, LBAC 
 

Please see responses to 
comment B-4a. 
 

B-5b The adoption of recommended height 
restrictions will make the townscape of the 
whole area becoming monotonous with 2 

- PSC, LBAC (a) The stepped height control 
would provide a more 
interesting townscape in 
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height bands. Without building height 
control, the cityscape would be more 
interesting as more flexibility would be 
allowed for height variation and thereby 
more interesting buildings such as the 
International Finance Centre (IFC) in 
Central could emerge. Many people enjoy 
the view of high-rise buildings from 
Victoria Peak.  
 

the area. Besides, there 
would be provision for 
minor relaxation of 
building height restrictions 
on individual merits. 
Hence, there would be 
variation in the overall 
height profile in the 
WCHBA in future.  

 
(b) The rationale behind 

preserving public view 
from Victoria Peak and 
Aberdeen Country Park is 
not the same. Visitors go 
to the Peak to capture a 
bird’s eye view of the 
whole city. Visitors of the 
Aberdeen Country Park 
are there to enjoy the 
natural scenery and 
secluded character of the 
countryside.  

 
B-5c The Government should provide 

guidelines before imposing the building 
height restrictions to encourage the 
provision of more innovative design and 
environmentally sustainable elements. The 
Government shall take the lead in urban 
design, such as early release of pedestrian 
walkway connecting transport node 
including the future MTR station for 
improving pedestrian connections so as to 
affect the design of the redevelopment 
projects. 
 

- HKIA (a) The provision of 
innovative design and 
environmentally 
sustainable elements in 
building development is 
encouraged. There is 
provision for minor 
relaxation of building 
height restrictions and the 
relevant criteria for 
consideration of such 
relaxation are proposed 
(please see responses to 
comment B-5d). 
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(b) The planning for 
pedestrian connection into 
MTR station will be 
considered after the 
Government has decided 
the implementation of the 
South Island Line (SIL).  

 
B-5d Relaxation of the building height limit by 

a certain percentage should be considered : 
 
(a) provision of setback for pavement 

widening 
(b) provision of green features to soften 

the visual impacts 
(c) provision of good quality public 

urban space at street level 
(d) creation of urban nodes 
(e) facilitating street ventilation  
(f) adoption of good design, e.g. to 

facilitate air ventilation, to mediate 
the abrupt stepping height effect 
through using roof-top features  

 

- HKGCC 
- HKIA 
- PSC, LBAC 

There is provision for minor 
relaxation of building height 
restrictions in the Notes of the 
OZP through the planning 
permission system to provide 
incentive for developments/ 
redevelopment proposals with 
planning and design merits. The 
relevant criteria for consideration 
of such relaxation are proposed 
below : 

 
(a) accommodating the bonus 

plot ratio granted under the 
Buildings Ordinance in 
relation to surrender/ 
dedication of land/area for 
use as public passage/street 
widening; 

(b) providing better 
streetscape/good quality 
street level public urban 
space; and 

(c) achieving green and 
innovation design. 

 
The Recommended Building Height Restrictions  
B-6a The recommended building height 

restrictions are higher than the existing 
building profile in the WCHBA and are 
not adequate to protect the views from 

- HKIP 
- SDC 
- PSC, LBAC 
- Mr. CHAN 

It is necessary to strike a 
balance between preservation 
of public view and respect of 
private development rights. The 
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Aberdeen Country Park and Jumbo 
Floating Restaurant. The building height 
restrictions should take into account the 
need to protect public view from the 
Aberdeen Country Park as well as from 
the Aberdeen Channel. 
 

- Mr. Steve 
CHEUNG 

proposed height bands have 
balanced a number of 
considerations, including the 
character and attribute of the 
wider district of Wong Chuk 
Hang and Aberdeen as a whole, 
discernible townscape and 
visual impact etc. Further 
relaxing the height beyond 
140mPD would adversely 
affect the visual impact when 
viewed from Aberdeen Channel 
and the Aberdeen Country Park. 
On the other hand, 120mPD 
provides a reasonable 
benchmark for considering the 
minimum building height 
necessary for a commercial 
building without depriving the 
development potential. 
 

B-6b The proposed height bands are unfair, 
arbitrary and not substantiated with strong 
planning justifications. 
 

- Larry H. C. TAM 
& Associates  

- REDA 
- BECL 

A Study on Building Height 
Restrictions for WCHBA (the 
Study) was conducted by PlanD 
in 2005. The findings and 
recommendations of the Study 
were carefully examined by the 
TPB before the TPB agreed on 
the set of building height 
restrictions for the area. The 
objective and the general 
principles, as well as the main 
features of the building height 
concepts for WCHBA are 
summarized in the Public 
Consultation Digest. 
 

B-6c The proposed height bands of 
120-140mPD are too relax and cannot 

- Mr. CHAN 
- Mr. Steve 

(a) Please see responses to 
comment B-6a. 
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achieve a townscape stepping down 
towards the waterfront. The proposed 
height bands above the existing height 
profile will lead to an adverse visual and 
air circulation impact on the surrounding 
area. 
 

CHEUNG 
- Mr. L.H. CHAN 
- SDC 

 
(b) Should the proposed 

building height be further 
reduced (say below 
100mPD), the 
development may not be 
able to achieve the 
non-domestic plot ratio 
under the Building 
(Planning) Regulations.  

 
B-6d To avoid creating negative visual impact 

when viewed from the Aberdeen Country 
Park and taking into account the height of 
the existing buildings in the WCHBA, it is 
suggested to keep the sights of the 
buildings completely off the view from the 
Aberdeen Country Park by reducing the 
height further to 100mPD and 120mPD or 
even lower. 
 

- HKIP 
- SDC 
- Mr. CHAN 
- Mr. LH CHAN 
- PSC, LBAC 
- WCHAC 

(a) Please see responses to 
comment B-6c. 

 
(b) Noting that several sites in 

the western portion of 
WCHBA have obtained 
planning permission for 
hotel uses with building 
heights of 121mPD to 
139mPD, it may not be 
meaningful to impose a 
lower building height 
restriction on the western 
side of WCHBA. 

 
B-6e The proposed building height of WCHBA 

should make reference to the adjoining 
sale site of 145mPD. Should the stepped 
height profile be adopted, it is suggested to 
recommend the height bands from 
145mPD to 160mPD for the area including 
WCHBA and its southern and western 
parts should the stepped height be adopted.
 

- Mr. CHAN 
Tat-choi 

- Masterplan Ltd. 
 

(a) In deriving the building 
height concepts for 
WCHBA, a scenario 
where all buildings are 
developed to a maximum 
height of 160mPD 
(Scenario B in Public 
Consultation Digest) is 
produced for assessment. 
Having considered the 
urban design principles 
and the surrounding site 
context, it is considered 
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that the height level of 
160mPD which would 
result in amplified visual 
prominence when viewed 
from the Aberdeen 
Country Park and 
Aberdeen Channel is 
undesirable.  

 
(b) PlanD will conduct a 

review of the building 
height control on the area 
surrounding WCHBA after 
the building height 
restrictions for WCHBA 
are agreed.  

 
B-6f According to the Urban Design 

Guidelines, a 20% building zone below the 
ridgelines is recommended. To follow this 
recommendation, the maximum height of 
buildings should be 170mPD as Bennet’s 
Hill is 214m in height.  
 
 
 

- Lucky Gain  (a) As stated in Chapter 11 of 
HKPSG, a 20% to 30% 
building free zone below 
ridgelines is used as a 
starting point to preserve 
view to ridgelines / peaks 
and mountain backdrop 
with recognized 
importance around 
Victoria Harbour.  For 
other parts of Hong Kong 
Island, apart from 
preserving view to the 
building free zone below 
ridgelines, development 
height should also enhance 
the district character of 
specific localities, retain 
characteristic mountain 
backdrop and respect the 
character of the 
neighbourhood. The 
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sectional profile should 
echo the natural 
topographical. 

 
(b) The visual impact by 

further increasing the 
building height has been 
tested.  As shown in 
Figures 13 to 15 of the 
Public Consultation 
Digest, a height of 
160mPD would result in 
amplified visual 
prominence when viewed 
from Aberdeen Channel 
and the Aberdeen Country 
Park, and is thus 
considered undesirable.  
Further relaxing the height 
to 170mPD is therefore not 
supported. 

 
B-6g The imposition of 120mPD is so low that 

will introduce unnecessary design 
constraints and is not recommended. 
 

- Masterplan Ltd. 
- Swire Properties

Please see response to comment 
B-6a. 
 
 
 

B-6h It is suggested that the maximum height 
limit for large sites (e.g. site exceeding 
20,000m2) could be relaxed up to 
160mPD. 
 

- PSC, LBAC  Please see response (a) to 
comment B-6e. 
 
 
 

Recommended height for “G/IC” sites in WCHBA 
B-7a It is risky to state the G/IC sites will have 

lower building heights as the Government 
will maximize the development potential 
as well. While more stringent height limit 
to provide breathing space is supported, it 
should be considered if such a low 

- Mr. CHAN 
- HKIA 

More stringent building height 
restrictions on the G/IC and 
utility sites are recommended to 
provide a breathing space and 
visual relief for the area as well 
as to enhance variation on the 
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development intensity would provide 
sufficient floor areas for G/IC use. 
 

overall building height profile 
while meeting their operational 
needs. Minor relaxation on the 
building height restrictions for 
the G/IC and utility sites would 
be considered at individual 
merits on application to the 
TPB should there be a change 
in their operational 
requirements. 
 

B-7b The effectiveness of 3 small lower G/IC 
and utility sites in improving environment 
within WCHBA is doubtful. 
 

- HKGCC The 3 G/IC and utility sites 
with lower height restrictions, 
together with the 2 height bands 
recommended for the WCHBA 
could help enhance the 
variation in overall building 
height profile. The provision 
for minor relaxation of building 
height restrictions would also 
provide incentive for 
development with planning and 
design merits. 
 

C. Stepped Height Profile  
 
C-1a The stepped height control is supported, 

but the proposed 120mPD and 140mPD 
height band was not visible when viewed 
from different viewpoints. The differences 
between height bands should be further 
widened to avoid uniform flat-top height 
profile without variation.  
 
 
 
 
A wider height band, stepping from 
120mPD (south of Wong Chuk Hang 

- SDC 
- Lucky Gain  

(a) Noted. The adoption of 
stepped height profile has 
already taken into 
consideration the 
topography of the area and 
would allow variation of 
building height in 
WCHBA which help 
create a more interesting 
townscape.  

 
(b) Please see responses to 

comment B-6a. 
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Road) to 170mPD (north of Wong Chuk 
Hang Road) and creating a distinct 
contrast in height profile would be more 
preferable. 
 

C-1b Stepped height profile from waterfront 
towards hillside should be adopted.  
 

- Mr. CHAN 
Tat-choi 

Agreed. 

C-1c The rationale of providing 20m difference 
between the proposed height bands should 
be spelt out clearly. 
 

- WCHAC Please see responses to comment
B-6a. 
 

C-1d To achieve the basic objectives established 
under the stepped height profile while 
encouraging the design of better buildings, 
instead of dividing the two height bands 
horizontally by Wong Chuk Hang Road, it 
is suggested to step the height from a 
lower limit to the west of Nam Long Shan 
Road to a higher limit in the eastern 
portion, or impose a lower height 
restriction on the areas near the edge of the 
WCHBA. 
 

- HKIP 
- Masterplan Ltd. 
- Mr. Steve 

CHEUNG 
- PSC, LBAC 
 

The proposed stepped height 
profile descending from north 
to south follows the natural 
topography of the area. Noting 
that several hotel proposals in 
the western portion of WCHBA 
with building heights of about 
121mPD to 139mPD have 
obtained planning permission 
already, it may not be 
meaningful to impose a lower 
height restriction on the western 
side of WCHBA.  
 

C-1e There is no need for a stepped height limit.
 

- Masterplan Ltd. 
- Mr. YUEN 
 

The stepped height profile 
would help break the wall 
effect and result in a more 
interesting townscape.  
 

D. Comprehensive Planning and Urban Design for Wong Chuk Hang Business Area and its Wider 
Context 

 
D-1a To formulate appropriate height limits, it is 

necessary to conduct a comprehensive 
study, which includes the following 
perspectives :  
 

- CityU 
- HKUDA 
- HKIP 
- HKIA 
- REDA 

The imposition of building 
height restrictions alone would 
not be able to achieve a 
comprehensive improvement to 
the WCHBA as the area is an 
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(a) Environmental Issues  
 Natural sunlight penetration 
 Air quality/ventilation 
 Urban breezeway 
 More open space  

(b) Urban Design Issues 
 District character/identity  
 Human scale/relationship 
 Identification of a local node to 

establish a sense of place 
 More public areas (e.g. cover the 

nullah and pavement widening 
for soft landscaping) 

 Separation of pedestrians and 
traffic 

 Aesthetic value  
(c) Visual Issues 

 Public realm 
 Streetscape  
 Permeability 
 Legibility 

(d) Building Design Issues 
 Building form due to the 

changes in site coverage 
 Green features 
 Setbacks for pavement widening 
 PR and development potential 
 Massing 

(e) Tourism issues 
 The relevance of Wong Chuk 

Hang area in complement to the 
adjoining tourism developments 

(f) Traffic Issues 
 Improvement of the traffic 

condition in the locality 
 Improvement of pedestrian 

circulation  
 Possibility for elevated 

pedestrian network and covered 

- HKGCC 
- Mr. CHU 
- Mr. MAK  
 

existing built-up area with a 
number of inherent design 
constraints such as existing 
road layout and design, 
multiple ownership, and high 
development intensity. To help 
address some of these 
constraints, an area-wide set 
back proposal in WCHBA has 
been set out in the Wong Chuk 
Hang & Po Chong Wan ODP to 
require the setting back of 
buildings along Wong Chuk 
Hang Road, Heung Yip Road 
and Yip Kan Street for footpath 
widening upon their 
redevelopment, so as to 
improve pedestrian circulation 
in the area. Effort has also been 
made to improve the overall 
environment and greening of 
the area by imposing planning 
conditions for the submission 
and implementation of 
landscaping proposal for 
development schemes that 
require approval of the TPB. 
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walkway 
(g) Development Rights 
 

D-1b The impact of imposing building height 
restrictions in Aberdeen on tourism policy 
and infrastructure & utility provision 
should also be assessed. 
 

- Mr. CHU 
- Mr. MAK 

Please see responses to comment 
D-1a. 

D-1c The Government is suggested to carry out 
an impact assessment on pedestrian and 
traffic flow if the height restrictions are 
reduced and provide the findings for 
SDC’s reference. 
 

- SDC (a) The principal objective for 
height control in WCHBA 
is to preserve public view 
and character of the area 
without depriving the 
development potential. 
Lower height restrictions 
may not have direct impact 
on pedestrian and traffic 
flow.  

 
(b) Please see responses to 

comment D-1a. 
 

D-1d There are currently severe traffic 
congestion problem in the Wong Chuk 
Hang area. Any improvement plan would 
be carried out ? Any solution to tackle the 
pollution problem ? 
 

- Mr. MAK The focus of this exercise is on 
building height restrictions in 
WCHBA as there is a pressing 
need to formulate building 
height control to ensure that 
transformation in WCHBA 
would not result in adverse 
impact on the visual quality of 
the area.  
 
The imposition of building 
height restrictions alone would 
not be able to achieve a 
comprehensive improvement to 
the traffic problem in the area. 
However, to help address the 
problem, when the TPB 
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considers planning applications 
in the area, it will ensure that 
appropriate traffic improvement 
measures and transport 
facilities will be provided, 
where necessary.   
 

D-1e Urban design should be in qualitative 
terms rather than in quantitative terms and 
the future redevelopment of sites in the 
Wong Chuk Hang area should contribute 
to a qualitative urban environment. 
  

- HKUDA 
- HKIA 

Noted. 
 
 

Extension of Height Control to the whole Wong Chuk Hang Area 
E-1a The proposed height control should be 

extended to cover the whole Wong Chuk 
Hang area, including : 
 
(a) Wong Chuk Hang Estate 

redevelopment site 
(b) Area to the south of WCHBA 
(c) Sale site at Welfare Road  
(d) Ocean Park Redevelopment Plans 
(e) Aberdeen Tourism Projects  
(f) The heritage sites adjacent to 

WCHBA 
 
Same urban design principles should be 
adopted to the extended area. 
 

- HKIP 
- HKUDA 
- REDA 
- Swire Properties
- Mr. CHAN 

Tat-choi 
- PSC, LBAC 

(a) The WCHBA is 
undergoing transformation 
and there is considerable 
development pressure for 
high-rise commercial 
development in the area. 
There is a need and 
urgency to formulate 
building height control to 
ensure that the 
transformation would not 
result in negative impacts 
on the visual quality of the 
area. 

 
(b) PlanD will conduct a 

review of the building 
height control for the area 
surrounding WCHBA, 
after the building height 
restrictions for WCHBA 
are agreed by the TPB 
after the public 
consultation exercise.   
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E-1b The formulation of the proposed height 
bands of 120mPD to 140mPD have not 
taken reference to an adjoining 
Government sale site at Welfare Road with 
a permitted height of 145mPD. The 
Government should strongly recommend 
reconsidering the proposed building height 
restrictions for WCHBA to avoid double 
standard in the treatment of government 
sites and private sites, such as the former 
is granted with privileges. 
 

- Mr. CHAN 
Tat-choi 

- Masterplan Ltd. 
- Swire properties 
- HKR Int’l Ltd.  
- REDA  
- Ms YEUNG 
- Mr. YUEN  

Regarding the public comment 
on the extension of the building 
height restrictions to the whole 
Wong Chuk Hang area, 
particularly for the area to the 
south of WCHBA which 
include Wong Chuk Hang 
Estate and the sale site at 
Welfare Road, PlanD will 
conduct a review of the 
building height control on the 
area surrounding WCHBA after 
the building height restrictions 
for WCHBA are agreed by the 
TPB after the public 
consultation exercise. 
 

E-1c The study has excluded other significant 
developments in the area which are higher 
than the proposed height limit, such as 
Shek Pai Wan Estate at 153mPD and 
Shum Wan Towers at 167mPD. A 
consistent approach should be taken. If the 
Government is to dispose a site with a 
145mPD limit, the general height limit 
imposed in the surrounding area should at 
least be 145mPD. 
 

- Masterplan Ltd. Please see responses to 
comment E-1a. 
 

F. Other Miscellaneous Comments 
 
Consultation Digest 
F-1a The objectives and general principles stated 

in the consultation digest are agreed.  
- Mr. CHAN 
- Mr. CHAN 

Tat-choi 
 

Noted. 

F-1b The principal “Objective” indicated in p.4 
of the Digest is unsatisfactory. It is 
suggested that building height restrictions 
alone cannot “reinforce intrinsic character 

- HKUDA Noted.  
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and natural attributes”, nor “enable 
flexibility of design to achieve permissible 
PR”. A more accurate term would be to 
“slightly reduce visual intrusion on the 
intrinsic character of the area”, although 
this in itself will be dependent on precise 
viewpoints, how, from where and under 
what circumstances the intrusion is 
perceived. 
 

F-1c The “General Principles” set out are 
generally agreed. However, there appears 
to be little correlation between these and 
the “Assessment of Visual Impacts” on p.8 
of the Digest. It states here that these in 
themselves have to be balanced by “the 
need for development and flexibility in 
building design” under all the height band 
scenarios, every general principle is badly 
compromised, judging from the 
visualization in Figure 10. 
 

- HKUDA Please see responses to comment 
B-6a. 
 

F-1d The statement given under “Main 
Features” on P.9 (a) that “the proposed 
building heights will minimize the 
building encroachment on sightlines to 
distant skylines and hill silhouettes when 
viewed from the sensitive viewpoints” is 
disagreed. 
 
The consultees do not understand (b) – 
these are existing G/IC sites and petrol 
filling sites. They do not “soften the 
building mass” in terms of a pro-active 
planning measure – they will simply 
remain as they are. 
 
 
Similarly, it is difficult to see the point 

- HKUDA Noted.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The recommended lower 
building height proposed for 
G/IC and utility sites can 
provide the visual relief and 
breathing space within the 
high-rise development of the 
WCHBA. 
 
Owing to the fragmented 
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being made under item (c). Whether 
existing buildings under fragmented 
ownership are redeveloped simultaneously 
or not to maximum height restrictions 
seems to be aside the point. It is the end 
result that matters. 
 

ownership in some private lots 
within WCHBA, it would be 
difficult for these private lots to 
redevelop. As such, some of 
these buildings will likely 
maintain their existing heights 
which are mostly lower than 
120mPD & 140mPD.  
 

F-1e The rationale for generating the principles 
in setting the proposed height control as 
stated in the consultation document should 
be made known to the general public.  
 

- HKIA The general principles in setting 
height control for WCHBA and 
the main features of the 
building height concept have 
been stated in the Public 
Consultation Digest. 
 

Green, Visual and Ventilation Corridor  
F-2 The effectiveness of the green visual and 

ventilation corridor at the western 
boundary of the Business Area in 
improving the environment within the 
whole business area is doubted.  
 

- HKGCC The existing low-rise building 
within the green, visual & 
ventilation corridor would 
provide a height difference to 
break the monotony of the 
high-rise developments in the 
WCHBA.  
 

Photomontages  
F-3a The consultation document has presented 

the photomontages for the view that only 
the bird can see, not human being. The 
visual effect of the view from street level 
was not presented. 
 

- HKIA The photomontages in the 
Consultation Digest (Figures 13 
to 15) were prepared to 
demonstrate the likely 
development profile when 
viewed from the selected 
viewpoints at Aberdeen 
Country Park (standing at 
Aberdeen Lower Reservoir 
Dam and the Aberdeen Country 
Park Pavilion) and Aberdeen 
Channel (standing at Jumbo 
Floating Restaurant). They are 
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not bird’s eye view. To facilitate 
the public consultation process, 
two 3-dimensional 
“fly-through” assessment 
computer models from both 
bird’s eye view and street level 
view were prepared with an 
intention to enable the general 
public to visualize the possible 
townscape of WCHBA after the 
imposition of the proposed 
building height restrictions.  
 

F-3b The photomontages showing Scenarios A 
and B in the Consultation Digest were 
misleading as SC had not been taken into 
account. 
 

- PSC, LBAC The photomontages of 
Scenarios A & B shown in the 
Consultation Digest had already 
reflected the smaller SC and 
narrower widths for buildings 
under the 160mPD scenario as 
compared to those in the 
120/140mPD scenario. What 
appeared to be identical in 
shapes and sizes for both 
scenarios were only the 
committed or approved 
developments based on their 
proposed building designs. 
 

F-3c Same as the previous consultation, the 
photomontages shown in the Consultation 
Digest assumed only the height would 
change after the imposition of height 
restriction. Possible scenarios on the form 
of development bulk due to changes in site 
coverage with respect to height is not 
mentioned. This is an in-complete piece of 
information if not misleading. 
 

- HKIA Please see response to comment 
F-3b. 
 
 

F-3d There is scarcely any difference in Figure - HKUDA Topographically, the boundary 
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13-14 between Scenarios A and B. They 
both show a major visual intrusion on 
view from a country park, thereby 
contradicting General Principle (e) on P.5. 
Similarly the visual impact on Aberdeen 
Harbour shown on Figure 15 is extremely 
severe under both scenarios. 
 
It is particularly noticeable that the tallest 
building shown in the aerial photo and the 
existing view is completely obscured by 
the new building heights. 
 
The document should show a typical 
north-south section clearly illustrating the 
relationship of buildings to the mountain 
backdrop and Aberdeen Harbour. 
 

of Aberdeen Country Park at 
the northern backdrop of 
WCHBA follows a contour 
height of 140mPD.  Buildings 
not exceeding 140mPD would 
not be expected to have a 
profound visual impact on the 
Country Park backdrop.  As 
shown in Figures 13 and 14, 
compared with Scenario A 
(heights of 120 – 140mPD), sky 
exposure and vistas when 
viewed from sensitive 
viewpoints under Scenario B (a 
height of 160mPD) would be 
reduced.  It should however be 
noted that the change in the 
roofline profile of WCHBA 
under both Scenarios A and B 
as compared to the existing 
profile would be noticeable 
from Aberdeen Channel given 
the low topography of the green 
belt buffer and the openness of 
the Channel. 
  

Public Consultation 
F-4a A comprehensive study should also be 

carried out to consult the local people for 
understanding their needs and they should 
also be given the chance to participate in 
generating these principles. 
 

- HKIA The public consultation 
exercise on the building height 
restriction proposals for the 
WCHBA has ensured good 
dialogue between various 
parties on the principles in 
setting the height control. The 
views collected from various 
sectors of the community have 
been taken into account in 
finalizing the proposed building 
height control for the WCHBA 
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for incorporation into OZP. 
 

F-4b Physical model should be employed to 
illustrate the visual impact of the 
proposals.  

- HKIA The photomontages in the 
Consultation Digest have 
illustrated the visual impact of 
the proposed building height 
restrictions. Besides, two 
computerized 3-Dimensional 
“fly-through” model has also 
been prepared to enable the 
public to visualize the building 
height control. The images 
were shown in the various 
public consultation meetings/ 
forum and available in PlanD’s 
website to illustrate the visual 
impression of the proposed 
height control. 
 

F-4c The proposed building height controls are 
already imposed in processing planning 
applications while the public consultation 
is still in progress. This will only 
undermine the legitimacy of the 
consultation exercise. 
 

- REDA 
- Swire Properties
- HKR Int’l Ltd.  

In view of the time gap between 
the public consultation exercise 
and the further submission to 
the TPB on the result of the 
public consultation together 
with the subsequent OZP 
amendments, the TPB on 
24.6.2005 supported the 
promulgation of interim 
building height control 
guidelines as reference in the 
processing of s.16 applications 
and lease modification 
applications prior to the 
incorporation of the height 
control into the OZP. This is 
similar to the practice adopted 
for the Kwun Tong and 
Kowloon Bay OZPs. 
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Plot Ratio 
F-5 The paper does not mention anything 

about whether Government is intending to 
increase the PR. The paper does not 
provide sufficient information on the 
overall picture. 

- HKIA The developments should be 
able to achieve the permissible 
plot ratio under the Building 
(Planning) Regulations. There 
is no intention to change the PR 
in this exercise. 
 

Suggestions on the height profile in the adjoining area 
F-6a Since Wong Chuk Hang Estate is located 

in the middle of the stepped height profile, 
medium-rise to high-rise developments are 
considered appropriate. 
 
Open spaces and low-rise developments 
such as marina club and seminary should 
be conserved in seafront, high-rise 
buildings could be allowed near the 
hillside, medium-rise developments should 
be situated in the middle. 
 

- Mr. CHAN 
Tat-choi 

Noted. Due consideration 
would be taken when PlanD 
conduct a review of building 
height control for the area 
surrounding WCHBA. 

F-6b At present, Wong Chuk Hang Estate is 
located on the southern part of the 
WCHBA and is zoned “Residential (Group 
A)” with no building height restriction. 
Due consideration should be taken to 
avoid any possible unfair situation if 
height restrictions are imposed to the 
WCHBA while allowing no restrictions for 
the adjoining Wong Chuk Hang Estate.  
 

- HKR Int’l Ltd. 
- Mr. LEE 

Please see the responses to 
comment E-1a. 

F-6c The “G/IC” sites falls outside the WCHBA 
but within the visual corridor from the 
Aberdeen Reservoir should be kept low. 
  

- Mr. CHAN Agreed. The “G/IC” sites 
falling outside the WCHBA but 
within the visual corridor are 
mainly school, seminary, police 
station etc. and their heights are 
suggested to be kept low to 
preserve the visual corridor. 
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Impact on the traffic and infrastructure provisions 
F-7 There is an enquiry whether the existing 

infrastructure were adequate to cope with 
the additional demand for traffic, social 
services, and utilities arising from 
high-rise developments in future.   
 

- PSC, LBAC The imposition of the building 
height control alone would not 
have implication on the 
provision of community 
facilities and infrastructure in 
the area. 
 

Others 
F-8a The theoretical pressure for change of use 

to nine hotels is overly speculative. The 
PlanD should perhaps conduct a 
need/demand assessment, as is often done 
for major retail schemes. 
 

- HKUDA It is up to the developers to 
decide if they would implement 
the hotel projects approved by 
the TPB.  

F-8b To avoid further worsening the air quality 
of Wong Chuk Hang Road by the heavy 
bus traffic along the road, reduction of the 
bus route along that road should be 
considered.  
 

- HKIA The request to reduce the 
number of bus routes will be 
handled separately by relevant 
Government departments. It has 
no direct implication on the 
building height control.  
 

F-8c To revitalize the Wong Chuk Hang area to 
a business node, MTR extension to the 
Southern District should be expedited as 
soon as possible.  

- Mr. YUEN The view on MTR extension 
will be handled separately by 
relevant Government 
departments/bureaux. It has no 
direct implication on the 
proposed building height 
control.  
  

F-8d It is unfair to exempt all the approved 
hotel projects in the WCHBA from the 
proposed height restrictions. 

- Larry H.C. LAM 
and Associates 

In formulating the building 
height restrictions in the 
WCHBA, the building heights 
of committed developments 
were taken into consideration. 
To respect the development 
rights of the applicants which 
have obtained the planning 
permission, previously 
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approved schemes will not be 
affected, unless major 
amendments including increase 
in building height to the 
approved schemes are 
proposed.  
  

- END - 
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Abbreviations 
 
HKIA     Hong Kong Institute of Architects 
HKIP     Hong Kong Institute of Planners 
HKUDA     Hong Kong Urban Design Alliance 
City U     Department of Building and Construction, City University 
      of Hong Kong 
SDC      Southern District Council 
WCHAC     Wong Chuk Hang & Stanley Area Committee 
PSC, LBAC    Planning Sub-committee of the Land and Building  
      Advisory Committee 
REDA     The Real Estate Developers Association of Hong Kong 
HKGCC     Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce 
BECL     Business Environmental Council Limited 
Larry Tam & Associates  Larry H.C. TAM and Associates on behalf of Casey  
      Company, owner of 20 Wong Chuk Hang Road 
Masterplan Ltd.   Masterplan Ltd. on behalf of Santa Property Investment 
      Ltd, owner of 8 Heung Yip Road and 4 Yip Fat Street 
Swire Properties   Swire Properties, Owner of 8-10 Wong Chuk Hang Road 
HKR Int’l Ltd.    Hong Kong Resort International Ltd.  
Lucky Gain     Lucky Gain Development Ltd, owner of 19-21 Wong  
      Chuk Hang Road 




